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est charges of about L. T. 0.20 ($0.90) Is literally to be
styled "insupportable"! Were it not for the fact that
these payments for the most part went out of the country
and thus necessitated an actual transfer of wealth from
Turkish subjects to foreigners rather than a mere redis-
tribution of wealth within the Empire, the debt would
hardly have attracted attention.
Finance during the Great War was a very different
story in Turkey from what it was in the other belligerent
powers. Whereas the other nations chiefly financed
themselves by the flotation of internal loans and saw
their national indebtedness increase many fold, Turkey
issued but one small internal loan and quite moderate ex-
ternal loans, and now finds its postwar debt only 173
per cent greater than before entering the contest. Such
a remarkable showing requires explanation. Table IV
discloses that during the first few months of the war the
total Ottoman debt was L. T. 170,648,107 ($750,851,671)
and has risen to only L. T. 465,673,338 ($2,048,962,687).
In these days, when national debts rise to colossal
heights, it is restful to find one country whose debt Is
only a modest two billion dollars.
This is a very remarkable showing in view of the im-
mense armies that Turkey mobilized and maintained ia
the field. The explanation1 is found hi the fact that mlli-
*As the fiscal burden imposed by the "greenbacks" ia tiie Halted
States is virtually nil, so is that of the Turkish paper money. Indeed its
burden is less, for in addition to paying no interest Turkey is ©ot put
to the expense of supporting a gold reserve as in the United States.
Since the currency is inconvertible at present and will be probably for a
long time to come, there is every likelihood that the paper money has
become a permanent element of Ottoman currency; that is, that it will
never be redeemed. To obtain as accurate idea of the weight of the
Ottoman public clebt^ the amount of the paper moaej should therefore
be deducted. The same applies to the 16Guaranteed loan," the **Defense
loan/' and the ^Egyptian tribute loan/' as the service of these loams
is a charge against Egypt. This involves a deduction of L. T. 153,600,644
plus 17,041,750 which is equal to 170,642,394, leaving a debt of L. T.
2&5,G30,944 ($1,208,136,154), am amount only 93 per cent larger than
the preirar debt, again deducting the loans guaranteed by Egypt.

